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Viewrship Stats To Moments Makers.
Current Release of Vyco Makes Waves Among EMarketing Professionals, As Premium Bonus
Package Released by IM Expert HanifQ. Twitter Now Offers Viewrship Stats To Moments
Makers.Chicago, United States - April 20, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -- The new Vyco tool is causing
worldwide discussion in the digital marketing review underground because it promises to help social
media marketers find trending and viral content across 5 different platforms.
IM Consultant HanifQ has prepared a comprehensive guide and bonus offer for the Vyco software
which can be accessed on his review site:
[+]http://www.warriorforum.com/warrior-forum-classified-ads/1268571-uncut-vyco-review-bonus-fastprofit-strategies.html
Hanif considers himself as a legitimate Vyco review critic, mainly because of his extensive
experience with video marketing and user engagement methods. Hanif recommends that Vyco
users pay attention to some of the latest Twitter marketing updates.
A feature that is not so obvious on Twitter but it is there just the same. It is called Moments, which is
its own version of Snapchat's Live Stories. It was introduced on October 2015, first as a feature
exclusive to Twitter's staff and to a select group of publishers. Almost one year after its debut, it
became accessible to just any user on Twitter. For those that have never seen the Moments button
on the social media website, don't worry, most people haven't. This is because the Moments button
was moved as a submenu of the Explore button. In other words, this feature has been hidden before
it could become well-known. But for those who want to use it, they can create a Moment by clicking
on the Explore button.
The Moment feature was created to increase visitor engagement to Twitter's storytelling format.
While in the past Twitter was all about sharing anything and everything in 140 or so characters, this
social media platform has expanded to become more alive in terms of storytelling, making it more
similar to other social media sites like Snapchat and Facebook. The stats feature on a Moment can
be viewed by clicking on the ellipses icon or the icon with three dots ("..."). From there, users will see
various stats such as, "How many times that moment was opened", "How many users opened it",
"How many likes it received", "How many times it was shared", and "What percentage of people
viewed the entire moment". Current users of Twitter may or may not start using Moments, however,
people who love using Facebook might just start using Twitter for its Moment.
Hanif Quentino's full Vyco bonus, as well as his unique review, can be seen on the following
webpage:
http://emarketingchamps.com/vyco-review/
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